Malaria Vaccine Development: Recent Advances alongside the Barriers
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Abstract

Although malaria control efforts have currently reduced much of the morbidity and mortality, yet malaria remains a hard problem in many parts of Africa. Together with the existing malaria control efforts, an effective malaria vaccine is expected to act as an important weapon to fight against malaria burden. Developing an efficacious malaria vaccine is a top priority in the agenda of global health program. However, the multi-stage life cycle, antigenic variation, and vast genetic diversity of malaria parasites made malaria vaccine development difficult for years. This study was conducted with the aim of reviewing the status of malaria vaccine development through different obstacles in the path. Vaccine trials currently upgraded to yield a partially effective and short-lived immunity with the pre-erythrocytic subunit vaccine, RTS,S/AS01, which is likely to be the first vaccine to be licensed for malaria control and elimination in sub-Saharan Africa. A promising result was also observed in the early trials with parenteral administration of the whole sporozoite vaccine in malaria-naïve adults, where a complete protection against malaria was demonstrated. The subunit vaccines may not develop a strong sterile immunity among the malaria endemic community. Therefore, moving forward to the multi-stage vaccine comprising antigens from the pre-erythrocytic, erythrocytic and sexual stages of parasite lifecycle could be the best tool to neutralize the merozoites emerging from hepatocytes and red blood cells, and to break the sexual stage transmission. Furthermore, deep understanding of the potential vaccine targets and how immunity acts is a key roadmap to develop a fully effective vaccine against malaria.
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Introduction

The mass distribution of insecticide-treated bed nets (ITNs), indoor residual spraying (IRS) and adoption of Artemisinin-based combination therapy (ACT) contributed much for the substantial declines in malaria related deaths globally; however, there are still numerous challenges that should be given due attention [1]. The high genetic diversity of malaria parasites is a great problem which is resulting in the emergence of new antimalarial drug resistance cases. Despite the emerging resistance, drug discovery program is struggling to avoid the spread of resistance [2]. Similarly, insecticide resistance and immune evasion mechanisms by the parasite are the major threats to malaria control [3]. These all problems call for the development and deployment of new malaria drugs and vaccines to prevent the clinical disease and transmission, and to break off the phases in parasite life cycle.

Most of the malaria research focuses have been on *P. falciparum* because majority of malaria related deaths and morbidities have been caused by this parasite, particularly in Africa [4]. Disease caused by *P. vivax* was considered to be benign for years; severity of the disease was given less concern. However, studies have currently identified complicated malaria and multi-drug resistance cases associated with *P. vivax*. About 25% of patients with complicated malaria in South East Asia were found *P. vivax* mono-infections [5,6]. As a result, the research focus is now being shifted to *P. vivax* particularly on the disease severity and appearance of drug resistance by the parasite [7].

Supplementary to the existing malaria control efforts, an effective malaria vaccine is an important weapon required to eliminate malaria. Developing an efficacious malaria vaccine is a top priority in the agenda of global health program. Identifying the challenges in the path and updating the status where the malaria vaccine development reached is highly important for the future trials. Therefore, this review was conducted with the aim of updating the status of malaria vaccine development.
Malaria Vaccine Development

Developing an effective vaccine, which prevents both new Plasmodium infections and clinical disease development, is a major component of the current strategies planned for eradication of malaria worldwide. In most of the malaria endemic regions, two or more Plasmodium spp exist together and thus developing the multi-antigen and multi-species-based vaccine is more preferred approach than developing the subunit vaccines. However, the multifaceted malaria parasite life cycle and the high genetic diversity of the parasite are the most important factors acting as the barriers in the path of the development of malaria vaccines [8,9].

Furthermore, each parasitic species shows distinctive biological characteristics, which make the conclusion of lessons learned from one species to the other impossible. For instance, P. vivax differentiates into a latent hypnozoite stage in the liver and selectively invades into reticulocytes [10,11]. In the case of P. falciparum, all liver schizonts mature and rupture by releasing merozoites that invade the erythrocytes [10,12]. Treatment of symptomatic P. falciparum malaria early with anti-blood stage drugs kills both the asexual and sexual parasites; whereas, the P. vivax gametocytes can differentiate and be transmitted earlier before the clinical manifestation of malaria. The result of infections varies from person to person and this, too, is one more difficult variation factor in malaria infections [10,11].

In addition, due to the lack of P. vivax in-vitro cultures and other limitations, P. vivax vaccine development is based on the orthologs of P. falciparum antigens [13,14]. The current advance in determining the P. vivax genome and proteomic analysis is expected to speed up its vaccine development, by paving the way easier for selection of potential candidate antigens. Development of high throughput techniques for P. vivax transfection and platform for population diversity and genetic structure studies are currently ongoing [13].

Developing malaria vaccine includes the selection of potential target antigens or vaccine candidates, developing the product stage and entry into clinical trials [15]. Vaccine development uses target antigens from the three parasite life cycle stages such as the sporozoite and liver stages, asexual blood stages, and the sexual stages. These target antigens are respectively used for developing the three types of malaria vaccines: (1) pre-erythrocytic stage vaccines (PEV), (2) erythrocytic stage vaccines (ESV) and (3) transmission blocking vaccines (TBV) [16].

Pre-erythrocytic stage vaccines

Pre-erythrocytic stage vaccine (PEV) targets the sporozoites and liver stage parasites and blocks parasitic development to blood-stages [17]. PEVs prevent the entrance of sporozoites into liver cells and thus hinder their maturity into tissue schizonts. The vaccines can also target the early and late liver stage antigens expressed during liver schizogony that possibly induce cell-mediated immunity to inhibit the intracellular parasite growth. This vaccine may be ideal to target the dormant stages (hypnozoites) of P. vivax that are responsible for the relapsing nature of the infection [13,17].

Circumsporozoite protein

Circumsporozoite protein (CSP) is the most abundant protein presented by all Plasmodium species, which is currently the known leading antigen for the development of an anti-sporozoite vaccine [18,19]. CSP entirely blocks infection establishment in the liver [18,19]; it was found capable of preventing clinical malaria as well as transmission. CSP vaccine induces high titer and high avidity antibodies to trap the sporozoites in the skin before their invasion to a blood vessel, and opsonize the antigen for digestion by macrophages or prevent the critical parasitic ligands to the receptors for invasion into hepatocytes. This vaccine could induce long-lasting antibodies or memory B-cells to protect individuals for years, after immunization once in infancy. However, the immunity has disappeared after certain time for unknown reasons. New antigen targets of the CSP protein are upcoming from different immunologic approaches [17,20].

The RTS, S/AS01 Vaccine

A long and thorough program of malaria vaccine research, after 55 years of trial, has developed a partially effective PEV called the RTS/S/AS01 with 27-46% efficacy. RTS/S/AS01 is the most advanced of malaria vaccines; the trial has been completed recently in the late 2014 [21]. The phase-III randomized trials of RTS,S vaccine recruited 15,459 infants (aged 6 to 12 weeks) and children (aged 5 to 17 months), from 11 study sites with unique malaria transmission across 7 sub-Saharan African countries such as Kenya, United Republic of Tanzania, Malawi, Gabon, Mozambique, Burkina Faso, and Ghana. In 2014, initial phase-III result at 18 months of trial introduction showed the vaccine efficacy of 46% in children and 27% among young infants against the clinical malaria [21].

This vaccine induced both humoral and cellular immunity, with high antibody titers that can block parasitic infection of the liver. The RTS,S/AS01 has been developed by the U.S. military at the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR) through a partnership between GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) Biologicals and the Programs for Appropriate Technologies in Health (PATH) Malaria Vaccine Initiative (MVI). The project was funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation in the late 1980s [22].

The RTS,S is commercially known as ‘Mosquirix’; it is a recombinant protein based vaccine. The vaccine was genetically engineered by using genes from the Repeat region and T cell epitope (RT) of the CSP of the P. falciparum, carried by the hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAG; S) and co-expressed within Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S); and hence, the name ‘RTS,S’ was built. The development of RTS,S has incorporated adjuvant systems, AS01 and AS02, to improve the vaccine efficacy more in trials [23].

The vaccine is so promising although its efficacy is below the malaria vaccine roadmap goal which is to develop a vaccine 50% effective against severe disease and death by 2015 [24] and the next preventing 75% of clinical malaria episodes by 2030 [25]. The clinical trial of RTS,S/AS01 is 5-10 years in front of other candidate malaria vaccines and it is a vaccine for P. falciparum, with probably no protection against P. vivax [23]. In July 2015, European malaria vaccine agency approved the RTS,S vaccine as the first licensed malaria vaccine for children living in malaria risk areas in sub-Saharan Africa. Further regulatory decisions will be made by the WHO and individual African country governments; then after the product can be rolled out as early as possible in 2017 [9,15].

The Sanaria® PfSPZ vaccine

Sanaria Inc. has developed for the first time a whole-parasite vaccine, P. falciparum sporozoite (PfSPZ), for intravenous vaccination. A phase I clinical trial of the vaccine, which took place from October 2011 to October 2012, demonstrated a completely sterile immunity
(100% protection) against *P. falciparum* in adolescents by controlled human malaria infection (CHMI) in the field with mosquito bites [26]. The developers are Vaccine Research Center (VRC), National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), National Institutes of Health (NIH) and collaborators in the company of Sanaria Inc of Rockville, Bethesda, Maryland, US [26].

In early trials, radiation-attenuated PfSPZ vaccination by intradermal and subcutaneous ways resulted in sterile immunity of more than 90% efficacy in human participants. Consequently, the irradiated sporozoite vaccine has been considered as the gold standard for further vaccination trials. Immunization with irradiated sporozoite has also enabled the identification of the induced protective immune responses and the assortment of numerous vaccine candidates for development. This has encouraged the development of a non-replicating, metabolically active, radiation-attenuated, cryopreserved PfSPZ vaccine by Sanaria Inc [27].

The expected problems in the PfSPZ vaccine trial are the need for multiple doses and administering intravenously which is the uncommon route in vaccination. Researchers are now planning further to evaluate with different doses, to determine whether the vaccine is effective against other strains of Plasmodium parasite and to ascertain how long the protection stays. They also aim to recheck the opportunity that the early subcutaneous or intradermal delivery approaches could give similar protection to the current finding [26].

PfSPZ vaccine clinical trials with IV administration that started in 2013 in Africa, Europe, and the United States are further demonstrating the safety and protective efficacy of the vaccine. Eight trials of two related PfSPZ candidates have been completed in late 2015 or are ongoing further, and 11 more trials have been scheduled to begin in near future in nine countries: Mali, Tanzania, Equatorial Guinea, the U.S, Germany and in others; as could be organized by the regulators in 2017 [26,28,29]. Sanaria is further scheduling to prepare a robot machine for mosquitoes’ salivary gland dissection, to have much faster and easier vaccine development [30].

**Vivax malaria protein 1**

The result of phase 1/2a trial on vivax malaria protein 1 (VMP001/AS01B) in malaria-naive adults was released on February, 2016 [31]. This candidate is a novel chimeric protein integrating the amino (N-) and carboxy (C-) repeat regions of CSP and a condensed repeat region of the immunologically different parasitic strains VK210 (type 1) and the VK247 (type 2) [31]. Antibodies induced to the *P. falciparum* CSP have been shown to provide protection against all strains [32,33]. In contrary, the repeat region of *P. vivax* CSP shows sequence heterogeneity indicating that a vaccine based on a single strain may not be fully protective against all strains of *P. vivax* [34], as a result two *P. vivax* strains were used in this candidate.

This vaccine study was conducted at the WRAIR clinical trial center [31], by using a CHMI where the VMP001 was formulated in the GSK Adjuvant System AS01B (500 μL). A total of 30 volunteers in three groups (each group involving 10 individuals) were given three unique types of intramuscular injections of 15 μg, 30 μg, or 60 μg of the VMP001 in AS01B of 500 μL at every immunization. All immunized volunteers participated in a vivax CHMI 14 days following the third immunization. Six non-vaccinated individuals were used as infectivity controls [31].

The trial showed good tolerance and immunogenicity of the vaccine. All volunteers produced strong humoral and cellular immune responses to the vaccine. Indeed, the vaccination did not induce complete protection; however, a considerable delay in developing parasitemia was observed in 59% of immunized subjects compared to the controls. An association was seen between the levels of anti-type-1 repeat region specific antibodies and pre-patent period. The study recommended that supplementing the immune responses to the existing domain with other potential immunogens might improve strain-specific vaccine efficacy forward. This trial was the first to evaluate the *P. vivax* CSP vaccine candidate by CHMI. Therefore, accessibility of a *P. vivax* CHMI model will speed up the *P. vivax* vaccine development, allowing better conditions to the field trials [31].

**Liver stage antigens**

Liver stage antigens (LSAs) are candidate vaccines targeting infected hepatocytes or antigens in the liver. The weak side of this candidate is that it might induce inflammation in the liver. The LSAs induced cytotoxic and cytokine-secreting CD4+ and CD8+ T cells *in-vitro* that killed parasites growing in the liver [35]. These effector cells can be stimulated by dendritic cells in the lymph nodes draining the mosquito’s sporozoite injection sites [36] and then traveling to the liver where they recognize infected cells while presenting sporozoite antigens on the cell surface [37]. *In-vitro* experiment with mice [20] and primates [38] have also demonstrated that effector cells can be induced in the liver by vaccination with live, radiation-attenuated, and genetically weak sporozoites. However, it is mysterious that which of the two T-cell populations, lymph node primed or liver primed, is primarily providing the protection [17].

In the case of *P. falciparum*, LSA-3 is a novel antigen expressed at the pre-erythrocytic stage [39]. A number of studies have demonstrated the potential effect of LSA-3 as a vaccine and serodiagnosis candidate. B-and T-cell epitopes have been characterized in LSA-3 [40], and LSA-3 antigenicity has been demonstrated in several immuno-epidemiological studies conducted in *P. falciparum* malaria-exposed populations [41]. Moreover, an enzyme-linked immune-sorbent assay (ELISA) based on recombinant LSA-3 has been developed as a sero-diagnostic test for *P. falciparum* in Myanmar [42]. There are also preliminary findings, which indicated that the non-replicating viral vectors ChAd63 and MVA encoding for PLSA1 or PLSA2 are capable of inducing complete protection in the presence of CD8+ T-cells in mice. This work has suggested the two promising candidate antigens, PLSA1 or PLSA2, will now undergo further testing in humans [25].

In the case of *P. vivax*, little is known about the liver stage antigens; and the majority of studies conducted after the identification of the pre-erythrocytic stage of *P. vivax* in human liver in 1947 by Garnham [43] focused on the biology of hypnozoites. A recent study for the first time characterized *P. vivax* LSA (PvLSA) using five synthesized peptides located on PvLSA and concluded that the PvLSA candidate may function well during the liver stage of *P. vivax* [24]. Five peptides located inside PvLSA were synthesized, and specific anti-sera to the respective peptides were used to localize PvLSA on *P. vivax* parasites in human liver cells by immunofluorescence. Western blotting and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays were performed using the five peptides and sera collected from vivax malaria patients and from normal healthy controls. Specific anti-sera produced using the respective peptides were found to react with *P. vivax* parasites in human liver cells. Furthermore, peptides specifically reacted with sera from vivax malaria patients by ELISA [24].
Several LSAs antigen candidates have been selected for development in the form of protein or virally vectored antigens [44]; nevertheless, the trials were found unsatisfactory in inducing protective immunity. Optionally, trials have also proceeded forward by using adenovirus-vectored antigens whose trial have later been discarded in phase I and phase II stages. As a result, researchers are recommending to turn back to a live, genetically attenuated parasites that are administered intravenously [45], because they may revert back to virulence or in fusion with field isolates to yield newly antigenic genotypes [46].

Erythrocytic stage vaccines

Erythrocytic stage vaccine (ESV) or asexual blood stage vaccines target blood merozoites or infected RBCs, and lowers parasite densities that in turn prevents clinical manifestations and disease severity. ESV’s likely may not induce completely sterile immunity due to the parasitic gene alteration and antigenic variation; however, the vaccines were found capable of reducing mortality and morbidity [47]. Some of the ESV trials that have shown the allele-specific protection are merozoite surface protein-2 kilo Dalton (MSP-2 KD), apical membrane antigen-1 (AMA-1) and merozoite surface protein 1 (MSP-1).

The MSP-119 and MSP-3 are considered the leading blood-stage vaccine candidates. Antibodies produced against both proteins likely reduced the incidence of *P. falciparum* malaria in some studies. Protective antibodies targeted the C-terminal of MSP-119 and MSP-119 has a highly conserved sequence that elicits cross-reactive antibodies [48]. Recently, International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology (ICGEB) in collaboration with the European Vaccine Initiative (EVII) has completed a new Phase la trial of MSP-119 infusion with the erythrocyte-binding antigen (EBA-175). However, MSP-119 is weakly immunogenic because it has no T-cell epitopes and this problem enforced the vaccine research groups to shift the study from 19 KD, to the larger 42 KD protein, MSP-142. Further, a fusion protein, MSP-Fu19, which comprised of the conserved regions of MSP-3 and MSP-119 was developed by ICGEB Malaria Vaccine Group [48]. MSP-3 contains T-cell epitopes that help in boosting antibody responses against MSP-119, which in turn deactivates the growth of parasite by monocyte mediated antibody dependent cellular inhibition (ADCI) [48]. The MSP-3 Phase Ib trial among humans in malaria endemic region induced immunity against clinical malaria. MSP-Fu19 elicits effective parasite neutralizing antibodies that block RBC invasion and inhibit growth by ADCI, thus making it promising to follow for clinical development [49].

The Ok blood group antigen, Basigin, was found an essential receptor for *P. falciparum* reticulocyte binding protein homolog 5 (PfRh5), a parasitic ligand used for RBC invasion by *P. falciparum* merozoites [12]. This PfRh5 has been found targeting on vaccine inducible & cross reacting antibodies that avoided invasion of merozoites *in-vitro* [50]. Thus, PfRh5 is an essential new viewpoint for erythrocytic vaccine development. Another research roadmap has been towards developing a vaccine against parasitic sequestration of infected RBCs in the maternal placenta. The sequestration has been mediated by the binding of particular *P. falciparum* erythrocytic membrane protein-1 (PfEMP-1) variants to complex polysaccharide receptors in placenta called chondroitin sulfate A (CSA). CSA likely binds with small subset repertoires of the PfEMP-1 variant, probably raising the need for an oligovalent vaccine that may induce antibodies against placental sequestration [51].

In general, blood stage vaccine trials have been disappointing [52] that more than 10 candidate vaccine trials were stopped without entering into phase 2 trial stage, and only 3 out of the 20 ongoing candidates have reached a phase 2b stage. Majority of merozoite antigens suffer from high levels of allelic variability; thus, two complementary antigen discovery approaches are being used currently: 1) identifying polymorphic antigens that show population level signatures of immune selection and 2) identifying essential, monomorphic or oligomorphic proteins or epitopes that are not naturally immunogenic [52,53]. In both approaches, when the conserved and functionally restricted epitopes are identified and their capacity to develop immunity is improved, there is a possibility that a vaccine flexible to immune selection can be developed to protect against all genotypes of the parasites. Therefore, it is crucial to identify and validate novel blood stage targets that would elicit strain specific inhibitory antibodies.

Transmission blocking vaccines

Transmission blocking vaccines (TBV) target the sexual stages of the parasite in the blood and in the mosquito. Three types of this vaccine are known to be used *in-vitro* (i) Pre-fertilization antigens expressed in gametocytes such as Pf230, Pf48/45, and Pf11.1, (ii) Post-fertilization antigens expressed mainly on zygotes or ookinetes such as Pf625 and Pf628; and (iii) Late midgut stage antigens such as parasite induced “chitinase” required for the ookinete to infiltrate through the peritrophic membrane. Of the sexual stage vaccine candidates, the major ones are Pf625, Pf48/45, and Pf6230. TBV induced antibodies, complements, and cytokines blocked fertilization and parasite development in the mosquito gut, and hence blocked transmission to humans [54,55].

The TBVs are intended to stimulate the production of antibodies in response to the sexual parasites in the blood of TBV-immunized human population; and later these antibodies would be ingested via the blood meal of the mosquito [54]. This vaccine is aimed for use in the control of malaria in the low transmission area, to prevent transmission in the community and to control the parasite mutants that elude from vaccines targeting other parasite stages [54]. TBV could provide ‘herd immunity’ to lessen transmission; nevertheless, it would not provide individual protection from infection or disease. This may result in difficulty in regulatory processes [54,55], and may cause an influence on the cost-benefit breakdown by national governments and similarly on the suitability of the vaccine to be accepted at the community level. The surface proteins of these life stages are less polymorphic than the asexual stage counterparts and are therefore more satisfying for vaccine development [54].

TBV vaccine might be approved for use based on safety and immunogenicity data without conducting in-large scale randomized trials. However, it is a great challenge when cluster randomized huge community immunization coverage among endemic populations is required. Another difficulty is associated with the complex secondary and tertiary disulfide structures of gamete and gametocyte surface proteins which may hinder expression in their native form and in turn resulting in poor binding of vaccine-induced antibody to the native protein [55]. In addition, a number of antigens expressed during mosquito infection are not expressed in humans, and consequently antibodies induced by vaccination are unlikely to be boosted in a similar way by the successive natural infection [54]. However, the TBV approach is highly appreciated by the global malaria elimination agenda as it is primarily aimed at the current malaria eradication strategy [56].
Multivalent vaccines

Developing a fully effective malaria vaccine is a great success in the global health research agenda. The multistage or multivalent malaria vaccine (MultiMalVax) is a better option than the subunit malaria vaccines. The subunit vaccines target only the individual stages and thus have a partial immune contribution or immune protection. Because of the high polymorphism in parasite antigen, strain diversity, and immune evasion, malaria vaccine development technology is currently focusing on a MultiMalVax that simultaneously targets several parasite antigens from the three different parasite stages (all pre-erythrocytic, asexual blood stage and sexual stage antigens). In this regard, the ICGEB Malaria Vaccine Group has detected the powerful antigen combinations that elicit inhibitory antibodies against strain-transcending parasite invasion [47]. Thus, ICGEB and other vaccine groups throughout the world are developing new generation MultiMalVax and authorizing their release through different stages [47, 57].

Currently, a collaborative MultiMalVax trial led by the Jenner Institute of the Oxford University is ongoing by securing its fund from the European Union’s seventh Framework Programme (FP7). The MultiMalVax group started the trial of developing a highly effective multistage malaria vaccine up to proofing the phase II trial in Europe, before starting the further trials in the malaria endemic community [58].

There are promising opportunities recently in vaccine design for all the four *P. falciparum* life cycle stages that promote the trial of multi-component vaccine successfully. These are: i) the foundation of a newly vectored chimpanzee adenovirus vaccination regime that has induced remarkably potent CD8+ T-cell responses and the high titer antibodies against multiple malaria antigens; ii) the development of an enhanced virus like particle (VLP) from parts of RTS,S vaccine candidate, termed R21, that lacks excess part of HBsAg in RTS,S; iii) recognition of the blood stage antigen, RH5, by using a vector approach to induce powerful strain-specific antibodies inhibiting the blood stage parasites growth *in vitro* assays; and iv) demonstration of the new nanoparticle vaccine, which have induced antibodies that have blocked 100% of the transmission of the *P. falciparum* in isolates in Africa [58].

Translational projects and developments

Translational Projects are the selected projects, which have passed their preclinical efficacy trials and are currently committed to their clinical stage of testing. Many new programs are submitted to malaria vaccine initiative (MVI) for preclinical feasibility studies, and only a limited number of projects continue to full translational programs on a clinical trial pathway. Translational stage of development crosses from preclinical studies through Phase 1 to Phase 2 studies. MVI’s translational projects of 2015 have been placed below (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Development stage</th>
<th>Antigens + Adjuvant</th>
<th>Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTS,S/ AS01, (also known as Mosquirix™)</td>
<td>GlaxoSmithKline (GSK); Walter Reed Army Institute of Research; MVI</td>
<td>Phase 3 clinical trials completed in 2014 (1984-2015+)</td>
<td>CSP, HBsAg + A201E (Adjuvant system)</td>
<td>To elicit humoral immune response to surface exposed sporozoite proteins; Th1 type CMI to free sporozoites in blood [21].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS,S/AS01/ ChAd63-TRAP/ MVA-TRAP</td>
<td>Oxford University, GSK</td>
<td>Phase 1/2a CHMI clinical trial ended in 2014</td>
<td>CSP, ME-TRAP + AS01</td>
<td>The combined approach will induce both antibody and CMI to CSP and ME-TRAP [59].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivalent ChAd63/MVA</td>
<td>Oxford University, Naval Medical Research Center</td>
<td>Phase 1/2a CHMI clinical trial ended in 2013</td>
<td>CSP, ME-TRAP, AMA1+ No adjuvant</td>
<td>To combine partially effective vaccine approaches to increase the levels of protective efficacy in CHMI studies [59, 60].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivalent pDNA/adenovirus</td>
<td>Naval Medical Research Center, Oxford University</td>
<td>Pre-clinical; TBD</td>
<td>CSP, AMA1, ME-TRAP+ No Adjuvant</td>
<td>In this case the approach uses plasmid DNA to prime and recombinant adenovirus to boost [60].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PvDBPII</td>
<td>International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology (ICGEB), the Malaria Vaccine Development Program (MVDP) &amp; and Syngene International Limited</td>
<td>cGMP manufacturing completed by 2014</td>
<td>Region II of the P. vivax Duffy binding protein (PvDBPII) + No adjuvant</td>
<td>Antibodies to PvDBPII in humans could block red blood cell entry and thus prevent or reduce clinical disease [61, 62].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS,S/AS01 delayed fractional dose</td>
<td>GSK, Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR)</td>
<td>Phase 1/2a CHMI clinical trial; ends in 2015</td>
<td>CSP + AS01</td>
<td>Repetition using large fractional booster dose to determine the high level of efficacy [32, 39].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb25-VLP</td>
<td>Fraunhofer CMB, Accelovance</td>
<td>Phase 1 clinical trial</td>
<td>Pb25 + Alhydrogel®</td>
<td>Antibodies block transmission of the parasite from humans to mosquitoes by preventing the parasite from developing in the mosquito [63, 64].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Translational projects currently ongoing by malaria vaccine initiative, 2015. Abbreviations: The Committee for Medicinal Products for Human Use (CHMP); circumsporozoite protein (CSP); hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg); chimpanzee adenovirus serotype 63 (ChAd63);
modified vaccinia Ankara (MVA) viral vectors; apical membrane antigen 1 (AMA1); ME-TRAP (multiple malaria epitopes fused to thrombospondin-related adhesion protein); controlled human malaria infection (CHMI); apical membrane antigen 1 (AMA1); International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology (ICGEB); Cell Mediated Immunity (CMI); Malaria vaccine initiative (MVI); stands for transnational developments based on past results.

Conclusion
An effective malaria vaccine is an important weapon against malaria burden, together with the current malaria control efforts towards the parasite and vector. Although its efficacy is partial, RTS,S/AS01 vaccine is considered a useful tool against malaria in the children and infants in sub-Saharan Africa where malaria still kills thousands of children every day. The current interest of MVI on developing the multi-stage vaccine comprising pre-erythrocytic, erythrocytic and sexual stages of parasite could be the best tool to overcome parasitic immune evasion mechanism attributed to antigenic polymorphism. The complex life cycle, genetic diversity, and antigenic variation are the major obstacles to the development of vaccines against malaria. Therefore, much better understanding of the interaction between parasite life cycle and the host–pathogen interaction at the molecular level, as well as how immune mechanisms attack parasite strains should be the main road map for the future vaccine development programs.
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